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0.
During the last 20 years the study of Slavic accentuation has gone
through a unique period of progress. The publication of Stang's mono-
graph (1957) marked an era in this field of investigation. The author
demonstrated that a number of hitherto acknowledged truths could not be
maintained and established the existence of three Proto-Slavic accentual
paradigms:
(a) a paradigm with fixed stress and acute Intonation on the stressed
syllable,
(b) a paradigm with accentual mobility between adjacent syllables and
neo-acute Intonation on a non-final stressed syllable,
(c) a paradigm with accentual mobility between the initial and the final
syllable of the word and circumflex Intonation on a stressed initial syllable.
Stang concluded that the neo-acute Intonation had arisen äs a result of a
retraction of the stress from the following syllable and that de Saussure's
law never operated in Slavic. Moreover, he showed that the neo-circumflex
Intonation was not a Proto-Slavic development.
After these discoveries, the importance of which can hardly be over-
estimated, Dybo (1962) and Illic-Svityc (1963) complemented Stang's
results by establishing a progressive accent shift, which will henceforth
be referred to äs "the" (Proto-Slavic) progressive accent shift. The above-
mentioned paradigm (b) resulted from the successive Operation of the
progressive accent shift and Stang's retraction of the stress. Subsequent
investigations have only corroborated the correctness of these Undings,
which have finally provided the basis for a solution of numerous long-
debated problems. Indeed, we can say that since the formulation of
* Insti tut d'etudes slaves, Paris, 1976, 2 vols., xi + 526 pp. Ffrs. 160.
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Winter's law (1976), no major gaps remain in our understanding of the
rise and development of the Slavic prosodic System.
P. Garde's Histoire de Γaccentuation slave is the first introductory
handbook which is based on the work by Dybo and Illic-Svityc in the
'sixties. It has been published in two volumes. The first volume contains
an exposition of the history of Slavic accentuation along the lines of the
author's conception. It consists of three parts, entitled 'Le balto-slave'
(pp. 1-188), 'Du balto-slave aux langues modernes' (pp. 189-295), and
'Balto-slave et indo-europeen' (pp. 296-379). The second volume contains
the bibliography (pp. 391-426), the notes (pp. 427-462), an appendix (pp.
463-469), and a word index (pp. 471-518). In order to make the book
more easily readable, any discussion of deviating views and all biblio-
graphical references have been relegated to the notes in the second volume.
This mode of presentation has increased both the consistency of the text
and the personal character of the exposition.
In the following I shall first shortly review the theory äs it is presented
by the author (section 1). Then I shall discuss the two major points where
Garde's views differ from the doctrine currently adopted by Dybo and
others, viz. the Proto-Slavic circumflex Intonation, which Garde regards äs
a mere variant of unstressed syllabicity (section 2), and the progressive
accent shift, which according to Garde did not operate in the West Slavic
dialects (section 3). Furthermore I shall give a list of minor inaccuracies
and disturbing misprints (section 4) and a supplementary bibliography
(section 5).
1.
The first part of Garde's monograph presents a synchronic description
of the Balto-Slavic accentual and prosodic system äs it can be reconstruc-
ted on the basis of the comparative method. The author defines a "tranche
syllabique" äs the non-consonantal part of a syllable and distinguishes
three types of "tranche syllabique" in Balto-Slavic: long vowels, short
vowels, and diphthongs. Long vowels and diphthongs were either acute or
circumflex in Balto-Slavic, while there was no tonal Opposition on short
vowels. The tonal characteristics of a syllable were independent of the
place of the stress. Continuing the line of thought which he developed
earlier (1968), Garde distinguishes between "mots accentogenes", the
presence of which entails the presence of an accent, and "clitiques",
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which sponge on the accent of a "mot accentogene". The former category
is divided into "mots accentogenes accentuables", which bear their own
accent, and "mots accentogenes inaccentuables", which, while producing
an accent on a neighbouring word, are themselves unstressed. If a word
from the latter category is neither preceded by a "mot accentuable", nor
followed by a clitic, it receives an "accent recessif" on its initial syllable.
A "mot accentogene" together with the surrounding clitics is called a
virtual accentual unit. The place of the stress within the limits of an accen-
tual unit is determined by the accentual properties of the morphemes
constituting the unit (cf. below).
Garde recognizes three phonetic laws of accentuation, which he formu-
lates äs follows:
(1) De Saussure's law: at a certain prehistoric stage of Lithuanian,
every stressed non-acute syllable lost the accent to the following. syllable
if the latter was acute, e.g. blusä 'flea', gen. blüsos.
(2) The progressive accent shift: every stressed non-acute syllable lost
the accent to the following syllable in East and South Slavic, e.g. RUSS.
blox^a 'flea', acc. blox\u.
(3) The neo-stokavian retraction: in the majority of Stokavian dialects
of Serbo-Croat, every non-initial stressed syllable lost the accent to the
preceding syllable, which received a rising tone, whereas an originally
stressed initial syllable became falling, e.g. büha 'flea' (rising) vs. krava
'cow' (falling).
In the following chapters Garde discusses the role of the accent in the
nominal flexion, derivation, and composition of Balto-Slavic. The author
distinguishes between strong and weak stems, and between strong and
weak endings. If the stem is strong, a paradigm has fixed stress on the
stem. If the stem is weak, a word form is end-stressed when the ending is
strong and unstressed when the ending is weak. Since these properties are
independent of the tonal characteristics of the stem and the ending, the
phonetic laws mentioned above transform the two accentual paradigms
(fixed and mobile) into three paradigms in Slavic (a, b, c) and into four
paradigms in Lithuanian (l, 2, 3, 4). The common origin of the distribu-
tion between strong and weak endings in Slavic and Lithuanian and the
etymological correspondence between strong and weak stems in Baltic
and Slavic were established by Stang (1957) and Illic-Svityc (1963), res-
pectively. According to Garde, the vocative was always unstressed and all
pronominal endings were strong in Balto-Slavic.
The chapter on derivation is based on Dybo's analysis of the material
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(1968a). Garde distinguishes between " Suffixes dominants", which by
themselves determine the accentuation pattern of the stem (Dybo's
"categorial accent"), and "suffixes ordinaires", which influence the
accentuation pattern in the same way äs desinences do. Dominant suffixes
are "strong" (S + ) if the stress is fixed on the suffix, "weak" (s + ) if the
stress is mobile, and "negative" (s-) if the stress is fixed on the radical.
Ordinary suffixes are "strong" (S) if the stress is fixed either on the radical
(if the latter is strong) or on the suffix (if the radical is weak), and "weak"
(s) if the stress is either fixed on the radical (if the latter is strong) or mobile
(if it is weak). In terms of the generalized rule which was first put forward
by Dybo (1973a: 10), the stress falls on the first strong morpheme of a
word form. This neat System of accentuation patterns has been obscured
by the phonetic accent shifts and by morphological generalizations, äs a
consequence of which ordinary suffixes have tended to become dominant.
The accentuation of the verbal system is discussed along the same lines.
Garde concludes that the evidence for dominant strong and weak suffixes
in the Balto-Slavic verb is extremely rare. According to the author, the
distinction between negative and ordinary weak suffixes has been preserved
better in the verb than in the noun. The nominal forms of the verb seem
to reflect the Balto-Slavic state of affairs most faithfully.
The second part of the book describes the development of the Balto-
Slavic accentual and prosodic System up to the contemporary languages.
The central point in the discussion is the so-called "reaccentuation des
formes inaccentuables" (forms consisting of weak morphemes only),
which in the author's opinion took place independently in the different
languages at diflferent stages. In Lithuanian, unstressed nouns received an
accent on the initial syllable of the stem, e.g., acc.sg. galvq 'head', ziemq.
'winter', while unstressed verb forms conformed to this rule unless they
contained a prefix: in the latter case, the syllable which immediately
preceded the root received the stress, e.g. nenesa 'do(es) not carry',
atidave 'gave back'. The "reaccentuation" was anterior to de Saussure's
law, cf. acc. pl. ziemas. Both developments were anterior to the neutraliza-
tion of tonal oppositions in unstressed syllables.
The relative chronology of the "reaccentuation" and the neutralization
of tonal oppositions was different in Slavic. In syllables which preceded
the stress and in unstressed word forms, the latter change took place in the
early Common Slavic period. This development is generally knowß äs
Meillet's law. Another change which is Common Slavic in the author's
opinion is the shortening of final long vowels, which was anterior to the
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fall of the jers. On the other band, Garde states that the progressive accent
shift, which he calls Illic-Svityc's law, operated in the East and South
Slavic dialects only. This development entailed the shortening of acute
syllables and the loss of the tonal Opposition in the latter languages. The
West Slavic dialects retained the Opposition between acute and circumflex
syllables under the stress and after the stress up to a much later period.
After these developments, Garde supposes that the stress was retracted
in the following cases:
(1) from a long syllable (in East and South Slavic only),
(2) from a weak jer,
(3) from a vowel which preceded an intervocalic j,
(4) from a syllable which contained a post-consonantal j (in East and
South Slavic only),
(5) under certain morphological conditions. The formulation of these
retractions presents a large number of chronological difficulties, some of
which are discussed by the author.
The following chapters deal with the subsequent evolution of the
accentual and prosodic System in the separate Slavic languages. In Garde's
conception, unstressed forms received a falling tone on the initial syllable
in Serbo-Croat, e.g. acc. sg. glävu 'head', and on the second syllable in
Slovene, e.g. acc. sg. vodg 'water'. This development was followed by the
neutralization of the tonal Opposition and a retraction of the stress in
Stokavian and by the neutralization of quantitative oppositions in non-
final syllables and several retractions of the stress in Slovene. In Russian,
where unstressed forms received an accent on the initial syllable, the author
dates the "reaccentuation" after the loss of quantitative oppositions, the
pleophony, and the vocalization of the strong jers. The evolution was
different in West Slavic, where long vowels were shortened in syllables
which preceded the stress and in unstressed word forms. After the almost
general shortening of acute syllables, the tonal Opposition was lost in this
area and secondary developments blurred the original quantitative
relationships. In Garde's opinion, Kashubian reflects the Common Slavic
accentual System better than any other language, in spite of a retraction of
the stress in polysyllabic words and a generalization of accentual mobility
in flexional paradigms. The other West Slavic languages lost distinctive
stress.
In the third part of the book the Indo-European origins of the Balto-
Slavic accentual and prosodic System are discussed. Garde states that the
Balto-Slavic acute reflects an Indo-European "träche vocalique" which
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ended in a laryngeal (VH, RH, VRH), whereas the circumflex continues
any other type of syllable (containing W, VHV, VR, VHR, etc.). A
similar explanation is suggested for the Greek tonal Opposition.
The author describes the accentual System of Sanskrit and Greek along
the same lines äs the Balto-Slavic system. Sterns are called "strong" if
they are stressed on a non-final syllable, otherwise they are "weak".
Endings are "strong" if they attract the stress from a weak stem, otherwise
they are called "weak". The correspondence between the accent classes
in Balto-Slavic and in the other Indo-European languages was established
by Illic-Svityc (1963). Garde concludes that Indo-European endings were
strong if and only if they contained a sequence CV and puts forward the
hypothesis that the difference between the accentual Systems of Balto-
Slavic and the other Indo-European languages dates from the period when
the flexional endings came into being äs a result of the fusion of enclitic
particles with a preceding stem. The author sees a confirmation of his
view that this fusion took place relatively late in Balto-Slavic in the
accentuation patterns of nominal compounds.
The accentual properties of derivational suffixes in Sanskrit and Greek
are stated in the same terminology äs was used for the Balto-Slavic System,
though the meaning of the terms is somewhat different. In this chapter
Garde calls dominant suffixes "weak" (s + ), "strong" (S + ), and "nega-
tive" (s -) if the stress falls on the stem-final, the pre-suffixal, or the radical
vowel, respectively. Ordinary suffixes are called "strong" (S) if either
the (strong) radical or (if the radical is weak) the pre-suffixal vowel is
stressed, and "weak" (s) if either the (strong) radical or (if the radical is
weak) the stem-final vowel is stressed. A large number of suffixes belong
to two different classes. In spite of the divergences between different
languages and the paucity of the material, Garde states that a comparison
of the Balto-Slavic and the Sanskrit and Greek material suggests an
underlying system of two or three Indo-European accent classes. In the
final chapter the author speculates about the origins of the Indo-European
accentual system.
2.
Garde's new monograph has not convinced me of the usefulness of a
distinction between "mots accentogenes" and "clitiques". On the one
hand, a word from the former category does not necessarily imply a
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separate accent because the word may behave äs a clitic if it is preceded
by a "mot accentuable". On the other band, a "mot inaccentuable"
receives an accent on its initial syllable unless it is either preceded by a
"mot accentuable" or followed by a clitic. Moreover, a sequence of clitics
may have an accent which does not originate from the presence of a "mot
accentogene". The alternative Statement, according to which a certain
definable group of words lose the (initial) stress to an accompanying clitic
and may behave äs a clitic if the preceding word is stressed, has the
advantage of being closer to both tradition and phonetic reality. In fact,
Garde's terminology only obscures the one essential distinction in accento-
logy, viz. between inherent and configurational features (cf. Kuznecov
1970; Ebeling 1968). The latter type of feature contrasts two variables
within one and the same time sequence, whereas the former presupposes a
choice between two alternatives admissible in the same position within a
sequence. Garde falls a victim to this pitfall when he states that there are
two accents in the German word Nashorn 'rhinoceros' (p. 313). The
impression that this word is stressed twice is created by the combination of
an inner morpheme boundary and a non-reduced vowel in the second
syllable. The morpheme boundary is absent in the word Ahorn 'maple',
which has an identical second syllable. The Opposition between the non-
reduced vowel and a schwa is a timbre distinction which is comparable to
the one between noz 'knife' and daz 'rain' in Slovene and has nothing
to do with accentual properties.
I agree with Garde that there was a Proto-Slavic set of word forms
without a stress in certain environments at a certain stage. The points
where we find ourselves in disagreement concern the frequency, the origins,
and the decline of the unstressed word forms. Counting in 90 lines from
I. Andric's Price o kmetu Simanu the forms which in Proto-Slavic were
unstressed and not followed by a clitic according to Garde's rules, I found
38 cases where the stress would actually be lacking and no less than 24
instances of "accent recessif" resulting from the absence of a preceding
"mot accentuable". The real problem which poses itself in this connection
is the tonal character of the "accent recessif". (Incidentally, the choice of
this term is rather awkward because it is used in a completely different
sense in Stang's classical monograph (1957). It seems preferable to stick
to the term "circumflex" in accordance with traditional usage.) The
matter is interesting because we find disagreement here between Dybo
(1962) and Illic-Svityc (1963) in their original formulations of the pro-
gressive accent shift. The latter author did not assume a tonal difference
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on a non-acute stressed initial syllable between fixed and mobile accentual
paradigms (Illic-Svityc 1963: 160f). If this were correct, we would expect
traces of the original distribution of phonetically and analogically end-
stressed forms, which we do not find. It was Dybo (1962: 8) who drew the
logical conclusion from the phonetic character of the progressive accent
shift and pointed out that the law requires the existence of a tonal Opposi-
tion on non-acute stressed initial syllables at a stage which is anterior to
the late Proto-Slavic retractions of the stress.
The traces of unstressed forms in the historical languages which Garde
adduces (p. 11) are open to more than a single Interpretation. Numerais
such äs RUSS. cet\yrnadcat' 'fourteen', which still appear äs sequences of
three words in Old Church Slavic texts, may have lost their second accent
after the end of the Common Slavic period. The scansion of the bylines
in such cases äs bel\y grudi only points to the fact that the rising tone was
more prominent than the falling one at the stage which preceded the loss
of the tonal Opposition in Hast Slavic. The same holds true for such
Slovincian instances äs70» robjq 'ich arbeite', which point to the relative
prominence of the constituting parts at the stage before the loss of distinc-
tive tone in West Slavic. It seems probable to me that there was a causal
relation between the loss of the tonal Opposition and the rise of this type of
accentual unit. It is remarkable that Garde does not adduce any examples
from the languages which have preserved distinctive tone. Cf. also Bulg.
Öerno more 'Black Sea', etc.
Though I think that the suppression of an accent discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraph is relatively young, I agree with Garde that the retrac-
tion of the stress to a preposition or a verbal prefix dates from the Proto-
Slavic period. We are in disagreement on the Interpretation of the Baltic
facts, however. Garde dates the rise of unstressed forms to the Balto-
Slavic period and asserts that the " reaccentuation " of the unstressed
forms took place independently in Lithuanian and Latvian (pp. 189-196).
I would maintain that there is no reason to assume at any stage of the
Baltic development a category of unstressed forms comparable to what we
find in Slavic. The retraction of the stress to a verbal prefix in such forms äs
Lith. nenesa 'do(es) not carry', which Garde adduces in support of his
point of view and which Hamp has recently (1976) tried to explain on an
Indo-European basis, cannot be old because of the quantity of the stressed
vowel. An originally short e or a was lengthened in Lithuanian at a certain
stage, e.g. in rätas 'wheel' (which had fixed stress until de Saussure's law
operated). Consequently, the retraction in nenesa must have been posterior
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to the lengthening of stressed e and a. Another piece of evidence is offered
by the Fast Baltic diphthongization ofei/ai and ö into ie and MO, which was
phonetically limited to stressed syllables (cf. Stang 1966: 59). If the root
was not stressed in such words äs dievas'god', the diphthongization would
not have taken place. For the details of the Baltic development I refer to
my article in Baltistica (1977).
Since the Baltic facts do not support the theory of unstressed word forms
proposed by Garde, the question must be asked if we can find a terminus
post quem for the rise of unstressed words in Slavic. I think that such a
chronology can actually be established. Illic-Svityc pointed out (1963: 119)
that masc. o-stems with fixed stress on the stem obtained accentual
mobility in Slavic, e.g. SCr. züb 'tooth', cf. Gr. γόμφος. This analogical
development was a consequence of the fact that in this flexion class the
two accentual paradigms had merged in the singular. If the barytone case
forms of the mobile paradigm had been unstressed at this stage, the
analogical development could not have taken place. We have to conclude
that the rise of unstressed forms in Slavic was posterior to this develop-
ment, which was in turn posterior to the dissolution of the Balto-Slavic
unity. Moreover, acute roots did not take part in the change, which proves
that there were no mobile acute paradigms any more at this stage. It
follows that we have to date Meillet's law between the end of the Balto-
Slavic period and the analogical development established by Illic-Svityc.
As a consequence of the chronological relationships, Garde's explanation
of Meillet's law in terms of unstressed forms cannot be maintained either.
Another reason to reject Garde's dating of the rise of unstressed forms is
found in the levelling of pitch in prefixes. The coexistence of *pro and
*proH is undoubtedly Indo-European. The Lithuanian distribution of
short vowel in the verbal and acute long vowel in the nominal prefix may
reflect the Balto-Slavic state of affairs. The circumflex in the preposition
is a later development of the acute in pretonic syllables. In Slavic, the acute
pitch was lost unless the prefix was not used äs a preposition (pa-,pra-, vy-),
e.g. SCr. narod 'people'. The new tone on the prefix was apparently based
on the tone of the preposition at a stage when the latter had lost the acute
pitch in accordance with Meillet's law. Thus, the development of the new
tone on prefixes requires a stage which was posterior to Meillet's law, but
anterior to the rise of Garde's unstressed forms.
It will be clear from the foregoing paragraphs that the " reaccentuation "
of unstressed forms is a heterogeneous set of phenomena. In Serbo-Croat,
there has never been such a development. The archaic dialects of this
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language still preserve the Proto-Slavic type of prosodic System. In Slovene,
the " reaccentuation " signifies the replacement of the word-initial "accent
recessif " by a falling accent on the second syllable. This change is generally
known äs the Slovenian accent shift. In Russian, the loss of tonal and
quantitative oppositions, which yielded a distinction between open and
close o, must be dated between the polnoglasie and the vocalization of the
strong jers. The original distinction between the three Proto-Slavic tones
(acute, circumflex, neo-acute) is still reflected in Ukr. mor^oz 'frost', acc.
sg. Wolovu 'head', gen. pl. hol\iv.
3.
In his new monograph, Garde sticks to his earlier view (1973) that the
progressive accent shift established by Dybo and Illic-Svityc did not
operate in the West Slavic dialects. The argument rests mainly on the
evaluation of the Slovincian material presented in Lorentz 1903. There are
two accentual paradigms in the latter language, which are traditionally
called fixed and mobile. If the stem is monosyllabic, accentual mobility is
between the stem and the ending. If the stem is polysyllabic, the stress may
only shift between the syllables of the stem and does not fall on the ending.
This distribution suggests that a final stress was regularly retracted in
word forms of more than two syllables.
Garde formulates the Slovincian retraction äs follows: "Dans toute
unite accentuelle de plus de deux syllabes, tout accent frappant une finale
breve est reporte sur la penultieme" (p. 289). The condition of this rule is
insufficient because it does not account for the retraction in the oblique
plural cases xorüoscf, xorüoscoum, xorüoscmi (xüorosc 'Krankheit'), cf.
vosi, vosoum, vosmi (vüos 'Achse'). In this simplified variant of Lorentz's
transcription, ' and ' denote short and long accents, respectively. The same
argument applies to the loc. sg. and gen. pl. endings of the o-stems. Cf.
also ve vüognjü ' im Feuer' vs.ftim vognju ' in diesem Feuer'. In fact, final
stress in word forms of more than two syllables is never old in Slovincian.
The inst. pl. forms bfegami 'Ufer', rqkami 'Hände' replace older *bregi,
*rqkämji(cf. Stang 1957: 38 and 61). The adjectives in -am', such äs koscani
'knöchern', have adopted the accent pattern of the (very frequent) type
in -m, e.g. nocni 'nächtlich'. The old distribution is still attested in mozni
'möglich' vs. njemüozni 'unmöglich', l conclude that any final accent in
word forms of more than two syllables was retracted at an early stage of
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the Slovincian development. Final accentuation in polysyllabic word
forms was reintroduced analogically in the last mentioned categories and
by the loss of the ending in the fern. sg. form of the /-participle, e.g.
darovä 'schenkte'.
This was not the only retraction of the stress in Slovincian. In dissyllabic
word forms, which had not been affected by the retraction discussed in the
preceding paragraph, final stress was lost in the nom. gen. loc. sg. of the
ö-stems, e.g. rqka, rqkji, rqca 'Hand', and in the nom. acc. pl. of the
neuter, e.g. püola 'Felder'. The mobile accentuation pattern of the poly-
syllabic stems betrays that these forms were end-stressed at an earlier
stage (cf. Stang 1957: 62). Indeed, the analogical mobility in robüota
'Arbeit', acc. rüobotq, and küolano 'Knie', pl. koläna, can only have
arisen at a stage which was posterior to the former, but anterior to the
latter retraction of the stress. I conclude that the stress was retracted at a
relatively recent stage from short vowels in final open syllables. The
phonetic character of this retraction is confirmed by the fern. sg. preterit
forms pjila ' trank', zala 'lebte', bäla 'war', and more generally by the
absence of accentual mobility in /-participles with monosyllabic stems,
which is remarkable because mobility was generalized in /-participles
with polysyllabic stems whenever there was a model in the corresponding
flexion class. The loss of the ending in such forms äs darovä was posterior
to the retraction of the stress, but anterior to the generalization of accen-
tual mobility because the latter was preserved in nabrä 'sammelte',
dozdä 'wartete', but not inpnepjila 'vertrank', which must have received
its initial stress on the analogy of pjila at an intermediate stage. Thus, we
arrive at the following relative chronology:
(1) Retraction of the stress from a final syllable to a preceding long
vowel (see below).
(2) Retraction of the stress from a final syllable in word forms of more
than two syllables. This change gave rise to the paradigms nagüota
'Nacktheit', acc. nägotq (cf. Dybo 1968a: 162) and ßezoro 'See', pl.
jezuora.
(3) Analogical retraction of the stress in those forms of polysyllabic
words with fixed stress on the syllable preceding the ending, where the
mobile type stressed the initial syllable. This development gave rise to the
paradigms robüota, rüobotq and küolano, koläna.
(4) Retraction of the stress from short vowels in final open syllables,
e.g. rqka, püola, pjila, bala.
(5) -äla > -ä, e.g. nabrä, dozdä, darovä.
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(6) Analogical retraction of the stress in such forms äs pnepjila.
(7) Generalization of accentual mobility in the /-participle of stems in
-/-, -a-, nq-.
(8) Analogical retraction of the stress in the nom. gen. dat. loc. sg. of
polysyllabic α-stems when these cases differed from the acc. sg. and nom.
acc. pl. äs to their accentuation. This process was under way at the begin-
ning of our Century (cf. Kurylowicz 1952: 13f). The rise of such forms äs
bfegami may be dated before or after stage 5.
Up to this point l have not taken into consideration any Slovincian
forms where the conditions for the progressive accent shift were fulfilled.
It follows from the above chronology that trisyllabic forms such äs
golüoloud 'Glatteis', darüovac 'schenken' cannot serve äs an argument
against the Operation of the progressive shift in West Slavic because the
stress was retracted from their final syllable at stage 2. Indeed, the alterna-
tion in kolüodzei 'Stellmacher', loc. kolodzlejü and in the /-participle
darüovoul 'schenkte', fern, darovä points in the opposite direction. More-
over, the early Slovincian accentuation was preserved when the stress
was not on the final syllable, e.g. in dobrodzeistvo 'Wohlthat', dobro-
dzeiskji 'wohlthätig', mjiloserdze 'Barmherzigkeit', daroväti 'freigebig'.
The fixation of the stress on the second syllable in the paradigm of the
word golüoloud must be dated to stage 8.
While the apparent indications that the progressive accent shift did not
operate in Slovincian originate from misinterpretation and turn into their
opposite upon a closer inspection of the material, there is abundant and
unmistakable evidence of its Operation in this language. The cardinal
point is the distribution of the Slavic oxytona over the Slovincian accent
classes. As a rule, the stress of nouns with a monosyllabic stem is fixed if
the stem vowel is long and mobile if the stem vowel is short. This distri-
bution, which remains unexplained if we assume that the progressive shift
was limited to East and South Slavic, suggests that the stress was regularly
retracted to a long vowel in early Slovincian and that the nouns with a
short stem vowel joined the mobile type after the retraction at stage 4.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that composita with a nonsyllabic
prefix such äs fxoud 'Eingang' and zbjeg 'Zusammentreffen' have fixed
stress while a few simplicia like bjeg 'Lauf are mobile (cf. Van Wijk
1922a: 13). The composita had received root stress äs a result of the
progressive accent shift and did not join the mobile type because there
were no end-stressed forms in their paradigm.
The correctness of the position taken here is confirmed by an analysis
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of the dissyllabic stems. If the progressive shift operated in Slovincian
like everywhere eise, the accentual mobility in such composita äs düoxoud
'Einkommen' andpnxoud 'Ankunft' arose at stage 3 in accordance with
the rules given above. If the shift did not operate here, both the rise of
mobility in this category and especially the absence of mobility in växoud
'Ausgang' and in composita with a nonsyllabic prefix such asfxoud and
sxoud 'Abstieg' remain unexplained. The same argument applies to
feminine nouns like zäbäva 'Unterhaltung' and voytrüoba 'Leber', where
the pretonic long vowel can only have arisen äs a result of the progressive
accent shift. In this category too, fixed stress was preserved in composita
with a nonsyllabic prefix, e.g. spräva 'Sache', zgüba 'Verlust', cf. Sin.
spräva, zgüba. The pretonic long vowel in polysyllabic mobilia shows not
only that the progressive shift operated in Slovincian, but also that the
retraction of the stress to a preceding long vowel was limited to end-stres-
sed forms.
The accentuation of the verb developed along the same lines. The stress
was retracted at stages l, 2, and 4, and analogically at stages 3 and 6, e.g.
Ist sg. pjisq 'schreibe', näpjisq. 'id.', 2nd sg. donjiesss 'trägst', imp. pjiss,
pret. pjisoul 'schrieb', pfiepjisoul, darüovoul, darüovalo, njüosla 'trug',
pfmjosla 'brachte'. The original accentuation was preserved whenever the
conditions for the retractions were not fulfilled, e.g. in nahm, darovä,
pjisä-mß 'schreib mir', pomoza-mp 'hilf mir'. The last examples show
unarrfbiguously that the progressive shift was a Common Slavic develop-
ment. The prefix vä-' aus' is always stressed, äs it was in the proto-language.
Another piece of evidence is offered by those words which were stressed
on a medial jer before the progressive accent shift (Garde's class of weak
radical plus strong suffix). If the shift had not operated, the preceding
vowel would have received the stress and been lengthened. Actually we
find final accentuation throughout the paradigm of cenjau 'Schatten' and
a short root vowel in Polish sqdzia 'judge', orqdzie 'missive', mqstwo
'valour', Czech slepec 'blind man', oruzi 'weapon', listi 'leaves', vrazi
'murderous', lidstvo 'mankind'. These reflexes are regulär if we assume
that the progressive shift operated here like everywhere eise. Since the
place of the stress is reflected indirectly by the quantity of the root vowel,
the argument applies not only to Slovincian but also to the other West
Slavic languages, which lost free stress. The same holds for those instances
where a Proto-Slavic o was lengthened under the neo-acute tone, e.g.
Czech müzes '(you) can', vüle 'will', Slovak mözes, völ'a. The absence of
lengthening in Czech mohu '(I) can' and gen. sg. kone'horse' points to an
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earlier accentual difference, cf. also koli '(I) prick', küles '(you) prick'.
Incidentally, these examples disprove Garde's ad hoc hypothesis of
lengthening before a soft resonant in early Czech (p. 232).
4.
The following minor inaccuracies and disturbing misprints call for short
comments only. I shall write "3.27" äs an abbreviation of "page 3, line
27", etc.
3.27 Lith. eu read iau.
4.14 Lith. taptirend tapti.
9.35 Lith. galvq read galvq.
11.28 Kash. robja read robjq.
15.25 Lith. blüsos read blüsos.
20.14 Lith. galva read galvä.
21.23 Lith. elgetä read elgeta.
21.24 SCr. götov read götov.
24.22 "L(ocative)" read "D(ative)". Add loc. sg. forms.
24.32 These Kash. words have flxed stress because they have a long stem vowel.
25.9 "conserve intact": except for the tone of the stem vowel.
25.33 Lith. akmen[ read äkmen(.
25.35 Lith. sünui read snnui,
26.5 Lith. gyrdyse read sirdyse.
27.6 SCr. glave read gläve.
27.12 SCr. glävä read glavä.
27.13-15 -am'ü, -ax'u, -am'i read -'amü, -axü, -ami (cf. Stang 1957: 62). RUSS, skovorod'a
read skovorod'ax.
28.10 (')noktiKadnokt'i(cf. Stang 1957: 87). RUSS, rioc' read n'oci.
29.22 Lith. galva read galva.
30.18 Lith. sunumi read sünuml.
30.19 Lith. sirdzia read sirdzia.
30.26 Cak. glavah read g/ävah. The rising accent of glävan is the regulär reflex of a short
vowel before a word-final resonant and does not point to a retraction of the stress, cf.
Sin. goräm, goräh.
30.31 These Kash. forms, which should be spelled with o instead of uo, are secondary, äs I
have pointed out above (section 3).
34.2 "determine" read "indetermine". The odd divergences in the inst. sg. remain unex-
plained.
36.6 Length is regulär in dissyllabic forms only.
37.4 Latv. berzs read bfrzs.
37.8 Add Latv. värna.
37.10 Latv. üdris read üdrs.
37.22 SCr. sräka read svräka.
38.10 Latv. erce read erce.
38.12 Latv. surs read surs.
38.18 SCr. ntt read nlt.
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38.20 RUSS, p'oln read p'olon.
38.22 Lith. syvas read syvas. This word, and also pilnas and storas, belong to accent class
(3), not (1).
38.26 Latv. skists read skists.
39.7 Sin. vera read vqra.
39.13 Sin. mera read tmjra.
39.17 The acute is attested in Latv. gärsa.
39.23 Slk. mesto next to miesto.
39.27 Sin. breme read breme. Slk. brema read bremä.
40.1 R read R.
40.33 "finale" read "non-finale".
42.24 Slk. Aroza read hroza.
42.28 Slk. 606 read Mo.
42.34 Slk. λτο/ϊ read kon.
42.40 Slk. poi/ read post.
43.10 Lith. smelys (2) read smelis (2) or smelys (4).
43.12 Polish ooor read 6o'6r.
43.18 Lith. vartairead vartai. RUSS, vor'ota next to vorot'a.
46.28 Latv. sfn/ί read i//Wj.
47.6 SCr. short vowels are lengthened in monosyllables, e.g. led, nos, dän.
47.22 Cf. RUSS. gen. pl. gol'ov.
47.27 Cf. Polish gen. pl. nag, rqk.
47.32 Käs h. gluouoif, gluovami read glovoif, glovami.
48.8 Note Sin. cdz (Pletersnik).
48.12 Latv. zvefs read ZD|M.
48.28 Polish g?s read ^gi.
49.8 Latv. bärda read bärda.
49.12 Latv. ßfaroö read darva.
49.18 Add Sin. fcrpi.
49.20 Lith. sventas read sventas.
49.39 RUSS, ίρ/η'α has no correspondences in other Slavic languages except for Ukr.
sp'yna and its Old Polish source, which was a borrowing from Latin.
50.2 RUSS, cas does not belong here, cf. SCr. cäs, Sin. cas, Old Czech cas.
50.4 RUSS, smert' does not belong here, cf. SCr. smrt, Sin. smrt.
52.17 Lith. kuriuse read kuriuosä.
58.12 "fort" read "faible".
59.29 Lith. mede read merfe.
62.16 Interchange "fort" and "faible".
62.18 Interchange "fort" and "faible".
62.24 S read S.
76.2 The Lith. suffix belongs to class s— according to Garde's deflnitions, but causes
metatony.
76.20 Lith. grazybe read grazybe.
84.29 Lith. gyvulinfnkas read gyvulininkas.
85.19 Lith. -ens read -ens.
88.9 This suffix is not dominant in Slavic, cf. SCr. vunat etc. (Dybo 1968a: 195).
88.20 The Lith. suffix is not dominant, cf. Skardzius 1935: 155f.
88.23 The Lith. suffix is not dominant, cf. Skardzius 1935: 158.
91.24-26. The primary deverbative Suffixes in -/'- and -o- have become dominant indepen-
dently in the separate languages. The retraction of the stress in neuters is a late Balto-
Slavic phenomenon. For the details I refer to Illic-Svityc 1963.
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98.1 Sin. nacln read nacln.
98.15 It is improbable that the Lith. tone is secondary, cf. the Slavic acute prefixes pa-,
pra-, vy-. The tone of the other Slavic prefixes was taken from the corresponding preposi-
tions after the Operation of Meillet's law (cf. Ebeling 1967: 585).
99.16 The accentuation of SCr. ishrana etc. cannot be due to a generalization of the "reces-
sive" stress because these words do not continue an old mobile type (cf. Kortlandt 1978).
Moreover, the stress is not retracted to a preposition in this class (cf. Leskien 1899: 397).
99.24 Sin. izreka, nalöga read izr?ka, nalgga. It follows from the timbre of the stressed vowel
that the accentuation has resulted from the early Slovenian lengthening before a long
vowel in the following syllable (cf. Kortlandt 1976:3), not from a generalization of the
"recessive" stress. The latter generalization is attested in siröta, where we find both
accentual mobility in other languages (cf. Dybo 1968a: 162) and the required timbre of
the o in Slovene.
99.31 The accentuation of RUSS, pr'ovoloka was probably taken from its synonym pr'ovod.
101.25 On the original distribution cf. Kortlandt 1978.
105.14 SCr. bjezäse read bjezäse.
108.18 Lith. isgrauza read isgrauzia.
109.27 "suffixe" read "non suffixe".
109.31 SCr. idohom read idosmo.
110.1-5 On the accentuation of the thematic aorist cf. Dybo 1961: 37. The accentuation of
the 3rd pl. form is corroborated by the reflex of the nasal vowel in the Freising Fragments
(cf. Kortlandt 1975b: 409).
111.12 > read <.
112.3 Cak. mogu. l know this form from Susak only and doubt its correctness. All other
Cakavian forms which are cited by Garde are from Novi.
113.1 SCr. vezes, mlatisiead vezes, mlätis.
113.3 Polish mlocic, mlocisz read mlocic, mlocisz.
113.31 Accentual mobility has not been extended to Kash. verbs with the prefix uä-, which
is an indication of the fact that the origin of the analogical extension must be sought in a
retraction of the stress. The verb draziec and verbs with a nonsyllabic stem have fixed
stress on the ending. The compounds of draziec have fixed stress on the prefix.
114.10 Kash. nuosa read nüosq,
114.19 Kash. nekopüocä read Aeklopüocä.
114.37 SCr. zagrisete read zagrizete,
115.3 SCr. grizemo, grizete, nesemo, nesete read grizemo, grizete, nesemo, nesete.
115.7 Cak. nesen read nesen (Novi).
119.3 The Operation of Leskien's law shows that the Ist and 2nd sg. desinences were acute
and that the absence of final stress in these forms must be explained otherwise.
122.25 SCr. pomöci read pomöci.
124.14 SCr. grizem read grizem.
125.15 s- read s.
126.13 Lith. nesanciuose read nesanciuose.
126.19 Lith. saltasis read saltasis.
127.20 Lith. nesaniiam, nünesanciam read nesaniiam, nünesanciam.
128.13 SCr. znäjuci read znäjüci.
130.19 The assumption that the accentual properties of the suffix -/- depend on neigh-
bouring morphemes does not seem in accordance with Garde's principle that the accen-
tuation of a word depends on inherent properties of the constituent morphemes.
132.9 The Lith. suffix cannot immediately be compared with the Slavic one because it is an
«-stem. Moreover, it is metatonical, e.g. beglus (4).
135.27 This accentuation is actually attested, cf. Stang 1957: 146.
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135.33 The accentuation of the w-participle cannot be analogical because there is no model
for it. The main fact which calls for an explanation is the diflference between, e.g. Sin.
bran, koncan on the one hand, and bral, koncäl on the other (cf. Kortlandt 1975a: 7f).
139.17 Sin. plest, plesti read plfsl, plesti.
140.3 Sin. delat, delati read delat, delati.
146.25 It remains unexplained why de Saussure's law did not operate in Lith. büdinti.
146.27 Lith. svaita read svditi or svaiteja.
146.32 Lith. bdltuotl shows metatony and no Operation of de Saussure's law.
147.26 Latv. batdlt read baidit or baldit.
147.27 Latv. bafstit read bälstit.
149.6 Sin. lesti read lesti.
151.29 SCr. berem read berem.
151.37 It remains unclear why the accentual difference between simple and compound
verbs should be secondary. In fact, it seems much more probable that this is a very archaic
Opposition, cf. also RUSS, byl'a vs. zab'yla.
152.19 Latv. mirt has taken its acute from the present tense mirstu (cf. Büga 1922: 222). The
original accentuation has been preserved in the doublet mirt.
152.28 Latv. cinities read cinities.
152.39 Latv. beri read bjrt.
153.7 SCr. zdrö read zdro.
153.25 Here again, the Opposition between simple and compound verbs remains unex-
plained.
153.32-34 There is a Latv. doublet iet next to iet.
154.19 Type (c) is attested in Cak. oremo (cf. Stang 1957: 121).
155.24-29 There are Latv. doublets det, lät, mät, set.
155.34 Latv. vejs read vejs.
156.32 Sin. pel, pet read pel, pet.
162.4 The short vowel in SCr. gübi, studen, üci is the regulär reflex of a pretonic long vowel
and dates from the rise of the new timbre distinctions in Slavic, cf. malina,jezik. The long
vowel in büdi, van, gäsl was introduced together with the change of their accentual
pattern.
167.22 Sin. ubrän read ubran.
167.36 Sin. zvän read zvan.
167.37 Sin. pozvän read ροζυάη.
170.20 Sin. gorel read gorel or gorel.
172.12 Sin. verovati, verujem read verovati, vgrujem.
172.38 Note Kash. fern. sg. darova.
178.23 Sin. tpnem read tönern.
178.28 Sin. tegnil, mahnil read tggnil, mahnil.
190.19 The short vowel in Lith. nesti, rasti makes it probable that these forms received root-
stress at a stage which was posterior to the lengthening of e, a in non-final syllables. Other
infinitives had received root-stress at an earlier stage already, cf. Latv. näkt, iet. (The tone
on the latter word is secondary.)
195.17 Latv. varti read varti.
196.1 The accentuation of Latv. acc. sg. galvu cannot serve äs an argument because nominal
paradigms never show accentual alternation in this language. Indeed, the large number of
accentual doublets makes extensive analogical levelling probable.
196.7 The broken tone cannot have been introduced analogically in Latv. oft, pit, ttt, where
it is isolated.
198.19-26 This is a highly simplified picture of the actual state of affairs. A non-acute long
vowel is shortened in SCr. mlädöst, präseta, rükama. A long posttonic vowel in Serbo-Croat
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may be either long or short in West Slavic, e.g. Czech m£sic, peniz, pavouk vs. holub,
zalud, ablast.
200.31 SCr. zlatnik read zlätnik.
201.29 Slk. pisuci read pisuci.
202.27 There is a SCr. doublet pämet next to pämet, cf. also deset next to deset.
203.38 The o in Polish podbrodek was probably taken from the oblique cases, where it is
regulär. There is no reason to assume an old tonal Opposition to account for such instan-
ces.
205.4 The length in Cak. zenan was evoked by the following resonant, cf. Sin. goräm. The
length in Slk. zenam is analogical.
214.31 The length in Cak. dat. pl. zenan is due to the following resonant, cf. loc. pl. zenäh,
Sin. goräm, goräh.
217.1 It is definitely more probable that the acute was shortened in Czech like everywhere
eise and lengthened secondarily at a later stage under certain conditions. First, the equal
treatment of the acute vowel in krava and brati, äs opposed to its development in other
positions, suggests that the phenomenon is relatively recent. Second, the lengthening in
krava can hardly be separated from the one in müzes and v&le. Third, the Czech lengthen-
ing can hardly be separated from the one in Upper Sorabian, e.g. in kruwa (with « from
o before w), where the timbre of the root vowel shows that the rise of length was posterior
to the rise of the Slavic timbre distinctions. Elsewhere (1975a: 19) I have put forward the
hypothesis that a short rising vowel in an open flrst syllable of dissyllabic words was
lengthened in early Czech unless the following syllable contained a long vowel. This rule
accounts for the absence of lengthening in the gen. pl. krav and in fezati, bavis, nosis,
and a large number of masc. words such äs cas, d&d, had, hn&v, jih, kraj, pluh, rak.
222.18 Cak. zen read zen.
222.31 Cak. vod read vod. The Opposition between Sin. nom. sg. könj and gen. pl. konj
remains unexplained in Garde's theory (cf. Kortlandt 1975a: 14ff). Note also the accentua-
tion of the present tense endings Ist sg. -en, 2nd sg. -es, 3rd sg. -e in the dialect of Vrgada
(Jurisic 1966: 89).
224.2 The rising tone of Cak. glävan did not result from a retraction of the stress from a jer,
cf. Sin. goräm.
226.24 The short vowel in Polish giosek proves that the progressive accent shift operated in
West Slavic like everywhere eise. There is no reason to assume that this word is of recent
origin.
226.29 The short root vowel is preserved in Czech listl.
228.4 Czech novim read novym.
228.18 aje > ä in the verb. The difference between Cak. pltä, Bulg. p'ita on the one hand
and Cak. kopä, Bulg. kop'ae on the other remains unexplained.
232.28-30 These Czech verbs had apparently adopted the accentual pattern of mohu,
müzes at a stage before the lengthening of short rising vowels.
232.37 Slk. mozem read mozem.
233.16-18 Accentual mobility is secondary in this category, which continues Balto-Slavic
e-stems (for RUSS, svec'a cf. Kolesov 1972: 28ff).
235.9 There is no reason to assume an analogical process because realyö-stems were always
root-stressed in early Slavic.
235.36 Slk. vol'a, vona read völ'a, νόήα.
236.4 On this lengthening cf. Ebeling 1967: 587 and Kortlandt 1975a: 30.
236.29 This reconstruction, which raises more problems than it solves, does not account for
the identical accent pattern in verbs with a nasal suffix.
237.30 The word sirota belongs originally to the mobile accent pattern (cf. Dybo 1968a:
162).
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238.37 Ukr. h'asys read h'asys.
240.3 Starting from this assumption one cannot explain the diflerence between Sin. notn. sg.
kbnj and gen. pl. konj.
241.7 On the neo-circumflex cf. Kortlandt 1976.
241.29 SCr. krava read kräva.
242.25-33 Apart from the objections which have already been made, one may observe that
such a System is typologically improbable.
245.10 Cak. aor. trese. I have not been able to trace this form.
246.7-24 I am not familiär with any Kajkavian dialect which has preserved posttonic length.
There is no tonal Opposition on short vowels any more, but neo-acute e, o have become
long under certain conditions. The long rising accent in ösmi can hardly be analogical.
248.13 The root vowel was not lengthened in SCr. istok, prijerov, etc.
248.24 "beaucoup plus tard": the motivation for this chronological Statement remains
unclear.
249.21-22 SCr. pisem read pisem (2 χ).
252.2 SCr. cuti, cujem, et), pöcu read cuti, cujem, cu, pöcu.
253.13 Sin. na vodd read na vodo.
254.32-34 This is incorrect: the lengthened e did not merge with the reflex of e. Sin. polje,
led read poljf, lfd.
254.35 Sin. beseda read beseda.
255.5 Sin. dne read dn?.
255.18 Sin. l?d rend Ijd.
257.1 Sin. polje read poljj.
258.16-27 Sin. polje read poljg (2 χ ).
259.3 Sin. polj? read pol]ξ.
261.24 Sin. noz, noza read noz, noza.
261.37 Sin. polje read polje.
262.10 On the chronology of the Slovenian developments cf. Kortlandt 1976.
263.20 Note Ukr. mor'oz vs. hol'iv.
264.5 The difference between the acute and the neo-acute is reflected in Ukr. mor'oz vs. hol'iv.
264.11 The distinction between open and close o in Russian dialects reftects a Proto-Slavic
tonal Opposition (cf. Kortlandt 1975a: 17).
267.14 e(< 6) read <?(< e).
273.32 It is improbable that such verbs äs RUSS, zap'isyvat' existed at a stage before the
progressive accent shift.
275.28-29 The accentuation of Kash. rqkami is not old, äs I pointed out above (section 3).
The stress of RUSS, ruk'ami is corroborated by the Slovenian and Cakavian evidence.
283.29-35 As I pointed out above, the Sorabian evidence Supports the hypothesis that the
acute was shortened in Czech like everywhere eise and lengthened secondarily under
certain conditions at a later stage.
286.7 Van Wijk tried to explain the Czech lengthening partly in terms of the old tonal
Opposition and partly in terms of more recent developments (1916: 337).
291.30 Kash. nom. acc. pl. ruobocä read rüobotä.
295.20 Polish przeztan read przestan.
298.31 Lith. geruösluse read geruösiuose.
300.5-7 This is incorrect, cf. Lith. dukte, akmuö. For a short discussion I refer to my remarks
about lengthened grade in Slavic (1975a: 72-75) and Indo-European (1975a: 84-86).
300.24 Czech pfelamami read pfelamati.
302.13-14 IE bhergH-, bhrgH- read bherHg-, bhrHg-.
302.21 SCr. smrt read smrt. This word received fixed stress on the root syllable äs a result of
the progressive accent shift, cf. Sin. smrt.
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302.27-28 e, a, o, ;', u read e, ä, ö, i, ü.
305.32-34 It is incorrect to assume an underlying laryngeal for every long vowel in Greek
and Lithuanian.
309.19-24 It is not recommendable to use the term "mora" in the peculiar sense advocated
here.
311.2 Skt. yatudh'äno read yätudh'äno.
311.9 Skt. mat'a, pit'a read mät'ä,pit'ä.
316.17 Skt. räjas does not exist.
319.13 Gr. λόγ read λόγου.
319.16 Skt. 'asmana read 'asmanä.
319.20 Gr. ακμόνων read ακμόνων.
319.22 Skt. k'ämesu read k'ämesu.
320.29 Skt. p'ädan read p'ädam.
321.10 Skt. 'esi read 'esi.
322.19 Skt. a'dan read ad'an.
322.22 Skt. praty'an read praty'an.
322.30 Skt. pratic'äm, pitrn'äm read pratic'äm, pitfn'äm.
322.31 Skt. prafy'agbhias read praty'agbhyas.
322.32 Skt. praty'aksu read praty'aksu.
324.21 Skt. yuriaksi, krn'osi read yun'aksi, krn'ofi. There is another type of accentual mo-
bility in b'ibharmi, -si, -ti, bibhrm'as, -th'a, b'ibhrati.
325.34 Skt. vis'asi read vis'asi.
326.3 Skt. agniriäm read agnin'äm.
329.23 Skt. jam does not exist.
330.3 Cak. damo read dämo.
330.4 Cak. povimö read povlmo.
331.17 Skt. '«TOJ read '«r«ä.
332.9 Skt. bhr'ataram read bhr'ätaram.
332.11 Skt. sv'asaram read sv'asäram.
333.26 Skt. dirgh'as read dirgh'as.
333.33 Latv. vejs read t>e/i. Skt. väy'üs read yä^'«i.
333.35 Skt. mat'ä read mät'ä.
333.36 Skt. mat'äram, matr'e read mät'aram, mätr'e.
334.1 SCr. djever read djever.
334.2 Skt. dev'aram read dev'äram. Incidentally, the Latvian examples &α«/ί and dieveris
disprove Garde's hypothesis that a sequence VHR yields a circumflex in Balto-Slavic
(p. 305).
339.30 Skt. duhitfn'am read duhitfri'äm.
339.32 Lith. dukterü read dukterit.
340.5 Lith. rf/ey^ read <#eu#.
343.7 Skt.poii'w, duhit'aram read pats'u, duhitfrfäm.
343.8 Gr, θυγατέρων read θυγατρών.
343.27 Skt. p'adas readp'ädas.
346.16 RUSS, s'amo read sanio. This word belongs to accent class (b), cf. SCr. sumo.
348.4-5 Skt. 'asvaprsthas read 'asvaprffhas.
350.13 Skt. 'asvaprsthas read 'asvaprtfhas.
355.16 Skt. bhratrtv'am read bhrätrtv'am.
355.20 Skt. rföi'ö, dat'aram read dät'ä, dät'äram.
355.21 Skt. datr'e, yast'ä read dätr'e, yaff'ä.
356.12 Skt.jagar'ükas readjägar'ükas.
356.31 Skt. bhrgavänas read bh'rgavärias.
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356 36 Skt ks'etram read ks'etram
358 3 Skt 'apa/yas read 'apatyam
358 5 Skt äv'istyas read 'aListyas
35830 Skt iiusrn'ä read i.rustw'ä
35831 Skt srust'i- read srust'i-
358 36 Skt iis'ami read us'ämi
359 32 Skt bh'aiami read bh'aiämi
360 l Skt vis'ami read u;s ä/w/
361 22 Skt y'astum read y'astum
363 24 Lith nunesancio read nunesaniio
363 25 Ukr zuuc'y read zyiuc'y
3642 Skt /t ;///i read /a/·/'w (sie1)
364 11-14 Skt c'odas means "Werkzeug zum Antreiben der Rosse" (Bohthngk) and is
therefore a "nom d'agent", not a "nom d'action" On the semantics of the accentual
distmction in Slavic cf Kortlandt 1978
365 3 Skt cakn'amsam, cakr usa read cakn'ämsam, cakr'usas
365 9 Lith derlus is a «-stem and cannot immediately be compared
430 29 Lith sunutm read sünumi As far äs I can see, Garde's discussion does not mvalidate
Lehr-Spiawmski's objection
432 34 The argument is wrong because the shortenmg m SCr Ijepotu κ regulär m trisyl-
labic word forms
435 11 Cf Kortlandt 1978
435 18 Stang wntes "It cannot be denied, however, that both the Infinitive Slov vedeti
and Russian ledomo suggest an original acute root-stress m this verb" (1957 127), so
that the root is "stiong" and Garde's hypothesis that the accentual properties of a word
are delermined by the accentual properties of its constituent morphemes cannot be
mamtamed
44721 Sin lodö read iodg Cf also Kortlandt 1975b
449 18 "Le o a l'mitiale" read "Le o a l'initiale"
45438 Skt p'adam read p'ädam
455 4-11 Skt p'adam read p'ädam (2 χ)
458 17-28 The correct solution was found by H Pedersen (1933 25ff), whom Garde does
not mention Garde's own assumption that a "predesmential" accent was lost m Balto-
Slavic cannot be correct because the stress was not retracted m Lith gerasis, aites,
sünaits, dieiai
461 21 Skt d'aiu read d'äiu For recent insights m the accentual System of the Indo-
European proto-language cf Schindler 1975
464 30 Skt kany'am, kany'ayas read kan'yäm, kan'yäyäs
5.
Garde's bibhography contams over 600 titles. The large number of
references makes the absence of some of the most important contnbutions
to the field (Leskien 1899; Pedersen 1933; Dybo 1962; Ebelmg 1967) all
the more surpnsmg With the exception of Behc's well-known descnption
of the Novi dialect, all major sources on Cakavian (Hraste, Junsic,
Milcetic, Mogus, Nemanic, Tentor) are missmg, äs is our mam source on
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Kajkavian (Jedvaj). The following list contains the most important omis-
sions and should be regarded äs a Supplement to Garde's bibliography.
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